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SENTENCING INQUIRY
In 1980 the Australian Law· Reform Commission delivered a major report on

Sentencing of Federal Offenders. It has. been said that of all the- tasks of judicial officers,
sentencing is the Imo~t
Commission'S report
Imo~t painful
painfUl and unrewarding') The Law Reform Commission's

was a large tome ahd
aild not exactly bedside reading. But it was the- first national
Federal level in
consideration of sentencing law and practice every carried out at a Fectersl
Australia. It was led -by Professor Duncan Chappell. Same
Some of the_ recommendations made
have already passed into law. 2 The most important of these is the provision that the use
of imprisonment of
of convicted Federal offenders be a last resort and that State
alternatives to im!?risonment
iml;lrisonment be available for the disposition of Federal cases. I
up the iml;llementation
implementation of this
understand that only- the sordid matter- of money -is holding tIl?

proposed facility.
The new Federal Attorney-General, Senator Gareth Evans, was one of the
foundation Commissioners ,of the Australian Law 'Reform,
-Reform, Commission. He has a -keen
interest in iaw reform and the crimfnarjustice system. He has already eXl;lressed
ex!?ressed a desire
completed. It is my hope that he
should be, revived and cOffil;lleted.
to me that the sentencing project should
will secure the BI?Pointment
al?Pointment of a Commissioner able to see the project to completion.
Already, Senator Evans has indicated his intention to proceed with the establishment of a
Sentencing Council. Such
Such a Council would have aB central function in the proposal offered
by the Commission for the future of sentencing. The report deals with:
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*

for'sentencing
ref.orm in Australia and overseas;
a review of past moves for
'sentencing reform

*

a description of the Federal criminal justice system, with its· mixed elements of
decentralisation and centralisation;

* a consideration of the importance of prosecution decisions as they affect the
pLUlishment of Commonwealth off.enders;
off,enders;
plUlishment

* a debate about the uniformity of treatment of Federal offenders, wherever they
convjcted in Australia;
happen to be convicted

* a consideration of the use of imprisonment and means for reducing that ,usej

*

a discussion of prison conditions and grievence mechanisms;

* a

refar.ID .of· parole in the case of Federal
co~sideration of th~ abolition or refaT.ID

offenders;

*

a discussion of non-custodial sentencing options;

* an outline of the Com mission's proposals for

~mpr~ving
~mpr~ving

the guidance available for

judicial discret-ion
discretion in sentencing; and
the jUdicial

*

finally, discussion of victim compensation and items for the future.
Ju·dicinJ
The inquiry was n major enterprise. It was facilitated by the National Ju·dicinl

Survey which was distributed in the course of the reference. Although this procedure was
criticised by one State Chief Justice, it was the only viable means by which the Law
Reform Commission could reach out to the people actually engaged in the daily task of
sentencing. Over 70% of jUdicial
judicial officers in each State and Territory, with the exception
of Victoria, respo-!lded to the survey. Over 80% of magistrates and Federal Court jUdges
judges
. lower overall response rate from State.
ju~es. is explained by the low
responded.
responded~ The ·loweroveraU
State- ju~es3
response from Victorian jucges. I-pay tribute to the jucges and magistrates who took
part in-the
-survey.; snatching hours in the midst of busy liVt;:S,Rctively
in the survey.,
llvt:!s, actively to assist the process
of reform.
THE STATE CONNEXION
It soon became clear in tackling the sentencing
sentenCing project that a fundamental

threshold issue existed to be resolved by the Law Reform Commission. Until now, the
Commonwealth, in respect of its offenders, has adopted what might be called the
,have
its· Territories, offenders against Federal laws .have
authochthonous
authochthonous'l expedient. Outside itstended to be bailed by State police, committed by State magistrates, tried in S~ate courts
l

before State judges, if convicted sentenced by State jUdges,
judges, taken by State

polic~,
polic~,

where

imprisoned, to State corrective services institutions and thereafter dealt with by State_
probation and parole-officers.
parole.officers. The system has the efficient fea.ture of ma.ximising the

~se

made of State experts in the business of criminal justice, fUlly
fully utilising scarce an~
specialised resources, avoiding disparities between Federal and State offenders in the

~>ne

jurisdiction and, above all, it saves the Commonwealth a great deal of money which would .. ·.......• _·..:.C"
have been requi red to provide a completely parallel stream of Federal personnel and
institutions.
,;"
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However, the institutional arrangement ado!?ted
ado\?ted and described above was never

wholly followed through. Federal statutes, passed in increasing number, created special
pOlice service was established'with
established' with the fastest growth of any
Federal crimes. A Federal police
with an increasing workload of highly important and
policing unit in the country and with
complex crimes to investigate and bring to justice. Furthermore, a Federal Court was
poli~ical persuasion, it
created. And under succesSive Federal Governments, of "different poli~ical

was never agreed to integrate decisions as to parole and licensing of
entirely within the varying State systems.

On

contrarYl
the contrary!

Feder~
Feder~

offenders

successive Federal

Attorneys-General insisted upon the retention of their superintendence.ofparole,
superintendence.of parole, licence
and

early r.elease decisions in respect of Federal

offenders~
offenders~

The .Commonwealth

the- Commonwealth offender entirely
consistently rejected State pressure to integrate the.
submitting to the discretion of State parole boards,_
boards,- with their
within the State system by SUbmitting
differing'-constitutions, statutes and differing practices. In addition to these differences,
differing"constitutions,
as disclosed in the report of the Law Reform Commission, the Commonwealth Prisoners
Act applies differently in a number,"of States because of ·its ranguage as picking up

State practice.s; ThUS, ih'
ih- Queensland· and 'Tasmania,statutory
-Tasmania, statutory provisions govern·
differing Statepractice.s;
non'-par61e-periQds, wherea-s-elsewhere
A'ustralia, a
the relationship between parole and non'-par61e'perioos,
wherea's'elsewhere in A'ustraIia,
great deal is left to judicial discretion.
In the course of its inquiry, the "Law Reform Commission was -confronted
'confronted with

evi-dence of disi?arities
disparities in sentencing 'philosophies
-philosophies and practices in different
significant evi'dence
Australia.- The differences arc
are shown ·most vividly in a table (the relativities of
parts of Australiu.'The
uses in differe!1t parts of Australia
which are still generally true) illustrating the differing uses
of

sentences

of

imprisonment,

probation
!?robation

and

other

available

punisbments.4- If
punisbments;:4-

Commonwealth offenders are integrated entirely into the State criminal justice system,

point of view'
view- of the Commonwealth. It is also 'a
-'economic - f~oin the !?oint
this is surely ·'economic
of- prisoners housed side-by-side
contribution to justice or perceptions of justice in respect of·
(as

St~te prisons. But. given the demonstrably wide
the ·Constitution. provideS) in St~te

divergency in different parts of Australia in respect of judicial and other attitudes to

(?unishment generally and 'forms of punishment in partiCUlar;
particular, might this integration of
(?unishmentgenerally
res.ult in injustice?
F ederaI offenders' into the State criminal justice system not sometimes res.wt
justice, normally 'accepted,
-accepted, is roughly like tre'atment for like
One attribute·-of
attribute~'bfjustice,
committing like·offences. It·
It- is for this reason that legislation:imposes
legislation -imposes statutory
offenders committinglike'offences.
ma'xima' and, occasionally, mandatory sentences. It is for this reason that courts of

appeal "in- this country review the exercise of 'sentencingdiscretions.
-sentencing discretions. It is for this
criminal appeal'in·
reason that tariffs, formal and informal, develop.
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to confront this basal .question. If it is
The Law Reform Commission had taconfront
established that there are significant differences in the way like offenders against the law

entity ~(the Federal Parliament) are dealt with in different parts of
of one political
poUticalentity
Australia - -simply because they are caught, -prosecuted, convicted and sentenced in

Australia --is this justifiable'?
different parts of Australia--is
In favour runs the. argument of

communities'

economy and the entitlement of local

to have particular attitudes towards punishment and crime. In favour is the

overwhelming State dominance, in Australia, of the criminal law ahd procedure. In (avDur
f.avDur
too is the roughly similar treatment of prisoners and other offenders who inevitably
exchange experience and ruminate, in the world of judicial discretions, upon suggested
inequality of punishment.
But against these arguments status quo -

and the· present Federa/State
Federll/State criminal justice

is a basie
basic perception of justice. It may oot worry you. But it did worry the
isa

Law Reform Commission. This is the notion that people convicted of offences against the
laws of the one polity Should be guaranteed, by legal and institutional means, roughly
equal treatment wherever they happen to be tried in different parts of that polity.
should' not var)~ significantly from Hobart to Darwin.
Punishment for so-called Medifraud should·
Punishment 'for SOCial security' offences should "not
-nbt vary greatly, in like cases, from Perth
.under.· the law seem:ed to require nothing
nothing._.less.
Jess. But the
to ·Sydney.
'Sydney. Equal justice .under.
institutional arrangements in Australia almost inevitably !;)Qinted
institutional"
I;lOinted to diversity, .disparity
and the
the institutionalisation of differences as reflected]
reflected, from State to .State,
.State, in different
punishment.
attitudes to imprisonment and other forms of punishment;
In short, economy favours integration of Federal offenders in the State criminal

justice system. Justice, with few exceptions, favours far greater attention to national
rules and "institutions
'institutions to assure roughly equal treatment throughout the Commonwealth.
The criminal justice statistics of Australia are in a shocking state. This point
was made in the Law Reform Commission's report. But insofar as statistical and. other
material could be procured by the Commission, we were convinced that there were
significant disparities in treatment of Federal offenders in different parts of the nation.
the'
The evidence is there in' the report. Common sense and ·a -moment's reflection upon theperSisting and differing attitudes to imprisonment and otherother· forms of punishment in
persisting
.if there .is
different parts of Australia lead inevitably to a like conclusion. Furthermore, .ifthere
comes about as a result of an institutional
roughly equal treatment at the moment, It
ltcomes
miracle rather than as a result of any stable arrangements or effective machinery.

·'

-5A .EST: SENTENCING ALTERNATIVES

The Law Reform Commission confronted the problem of economy and justice in
a most acute way and at the threshold of its inquiry. Many of the States of Australia have
adopted a range of non-custodial sentences for State offenders. Until now these have not
judges
been available to be used. in the case of Federal offenders. To allow State jUdges

sentencing ·Federal offenders to use the diverse range of punishments made available

under State laws Vlould further the objective of the Law Reform Commission in favour"of
. non-custodial punishment and diversity and mOre imagination in punishment. But it would
adopted different
undermine the principle of equality, for different States have .._.adopted
punishments on different
different. conditions and in different terms. Which _principle was to
treatment?_ Or was it deinstitutionalisation
deinstituticnalisation of punishment
dominate? Was it equality of treatment?,
utilisati.on .of
of as many alternatives as could be made available quickly?
and the utilisation
The _Law Reform
Ref.orm Commission
C.ommission ch.ose
choose

~he-.
~he"

as. the dominant
d.ominant principle.
latter as,

rec.ommended ...that
Acc.ordingly, it recornmended
that. the: Crimes Act of
of. the Commonwealth. should be
Accordingly,

amcndc<l-to
State: ju<tJc:s
ju<tJes "nnd
nnd magistrates to utilise:- ttleir armoury qf
of .sentencing
-sentencing
amended'
-to permit State·'
-in the case of·
of convicted·
recommendati.on was
alternatives.
alternatives, 'in
convicted . Federal .offenders.
offenders. ThLe:; recommendati.oil
acce!?ted by the Fraser Administration. The relevant amendments were made to the
accel?ted
Crimes Act. The Prime Minister has written. to the

Pre~miers
Pre~miers

concerning the availability of

Federal .offenders._ I understand -that resgonses from ali
ar:e
these facilities for FederaLoffenders._
all Premiers ar:c
tc a Commonwealth
still awaited. The sordid matter of cost (and. negotiaticn
negotiation as to
contributien),remain the .only
to be settled.
only issues tobe
contribution).remain
Refcrm Commission
Cemmission came to the View
view it did because to provide,
The Law Reform
in a way
of sentencing alternatives in the case of Federal offenders ina
quickly, the range .of
weuld have had to
that was equal and absolutely impartial in all parts of the country, it would
commlUlity service-of FederaL,offenders
Federal ·offenders convicted
cenvicted in outback
envisage the provision of eommlUlity
Go.ondiwindi or:far-away,
or-far-awaY-Broome.
a- range'
range-of
Goondiwindi
Broome. Such sof facilities in all parts of the nation could
be-afforded; at least in the short run.
clearly not be'afforded;
pr.oblem of dis[)arity
disparity in sentencing, i.ncluding
including of Federal
But to tackle the [)roblemof
.offenders,
Commissien pro[)osed
prepesed a number of institutional arrangements. The
offenders, the Commission
punishment .of
objective was to get greater equality_ in punishment
of

Fed~ral
Fed~ral

offenders wherever

ceuntry and not to rely on
on chance but, in the typical
typiCal British
convicted in any part of the country
de this. Amongst the suggestions
suggesti.ons made were:
upen institutions
instituti.ons to do
way, upon
prosecuti.on
the provision- .of
of prosecutorial guidelines to- get greater consistency in prosecution
guidelines have been
prcposal was accepted and' prosecution gUidelines
decisions. This proposal
~ublished;
~ublished;

-6the establishment of a Sentencing Council to develop sentencing guidelines. I
understand that a Sentencing Council is to be proceeded with;

provision of guidelines for the use of imprisonment. Such guidelines were included
in the 'amendments to the Crimes Act last year;
major reform of parole;
Court of the
-provision of appeal against sentences in Federal cases to the Full COUft
Federal Court of Australia, with power to transfer appropriate cases. to State
courts where that would be more convenient.
There were many other proposals. The most important was undoubtedly establishment of.
the Sentencing Council and provision
prOVision of 'persuasive' sentencing guid'el;ines.
gUid·e~nes.
SENTENCING GUIDELINES
Some 'of
-of those who had called for a return or- pun"ishment Bnd
and 'just deserts' were

clearly of a conservative disposition, with great faith in criminal punishment, to redress

crime. But others were of a liberal persuasion, sccldng to rein in the tlmplitude
nmplitude of judicinl
discretion, to reduce the lottery element of criminal punishment and to remove features
reflecting the idiosyncracies of particular judicial officers. Reports from the Vnited
States suggest that the former camp continue to steel themselves for more and higher
punishments. The consequence is that the prisons are overflowing and major programs for
building in a country, Which already has the highest" rate of imprisonment in the
prison bUilding
OEeD, are well underway. Shocked, somewhat, with this historical movement! those

liberals who proposed the 'deserts' or 'justice' model for sentencing, and disillusioned that
it has not lived up to its promises, are looking for something better. In the words of Cullen
and Gilbert:
modeP promises
The message being conveyed that the liberals' call for a 'justice mode!!
neither to mitigate the injustices burdening the politically excluded and
economically disadvantaged nor to lessen the victimisation of society's captives.
In an attempt to 'have it both ways' we are now seeing a 'second wave' in sentencing

reform. It is, I believe, the wave of the future. It seeks to roll back the IISO-year-old
50-year-old trust
judicial discretions. But it seeks to avoid doing so by embracing -the mandatory or
in lar.ge jUdicial
highly determinate sentences that preceded discretion and that have been introduced in
California and other States of the United States. The new movement is one which
envisages sentencing guidelines, fixed by an independent body in which the judiciary is
heavily represented. The guidelines would introduce greater determinacy whilst at the
same

time

permitting

principled

ineqUality.

-7..dt is
~\ ..cit

involved is grafting onto judicial discretion! and to the informal tariffs that grow

publicly accountable system. It is one that
up under that system, a much more oJ;len and pUblicly
charts J;lunishment
punishment by reference to factors relevant to the seriousness of the offence and
identified factors relevant to the culpability of the offender. It is a system that preserves

judicial officers to vary the result thus produced. But it
judicial discretion by permitting jUdicial
tt)
requires them to state their reasons for doing so. It then submits any such variation t0
appellate review. The object is to infuse just a little more science in the painful and

unrewarding task of sentencing. It is essentially the proposal put forward by- the

hilS been
Australian Law Refor.m Commission. It is the approach to sentencing reform that hilS
shall now describe. By announcing the
adopted-in a number of overseas jurisdictions, as II shaH
Governmentrs acceptance of the proposed
proposed national Sentencing Council,
new Federal Government1s
Senator Evans seems to be indicating, that, in the Federal sphere at least, for the
punishment of convicted Federal offenders, we may well move in this direction. It is

judges and magistrates should become familiar ,with
therefore important that Australian jUdges
'are generally in
United-,States judges,now
judges, now subject to sentencing guidelines, -are
the proposal. United-States
having_.had- reservations at the outset. \Vho would welcome a new
favour. They admit to having..hadsystem, where the old one is

150-years~ld?

Who would welcome the reduction of the

judicial discretion? Who would not- be concerned that reduction of
scope of unreviewable jUdicial
mi'ght not lead to harsher punishment"?
punishment'? 'These
fears about the
discretion ml'ght
These are legitimate fearsmust:be
system of gUidelines. But against these fears must
:be weighed the concern of the
community, of convicted offenders,of
offenders, of theirfarnilies'
their families- and of jUdicial
judicial officers themselves
that indeterminacy has bred una.cceptable
unacceptable variance. Because
BecaUse most people plead guilty in
our criminal courts and because a large respect is paid by appellate courts to discretion in
sentencing, the opportWlity of correcting idiosyncracies Efnd injustices are limited.
Rather than describing
describihg the system proposed by the Law Reform Commission in
its report,
rel;)ort, I want to refer to a March 1983 speech by the Chairman and the Executive
Director of the Pennsylvania Commission on Sentencin&,. They outlined -Pennsylvania's
'Pennsylvania's
embrace of sentencing_
sentencing. guidelines. They evaluate itsits' success and,whilst
and, Whilst continuing to
review

th~

results, they pronounce themselves initially satisfied
sntisfied with the'
the- mix of

determinacy and discretion.
In 1978, the Pennsylvania legislature created the Pennsylvania Commission on
Sentencing. It was given the statutory duty to submit to,the legislature a set of sentencing.
guidelines. These guidelines were to take into account the gravity of the current offence,
prior felony convictions and' a mattel' of special local concern, the use of deadly 'weapons.
The Crimes Code of Pennsylvania already adopted the principle of parsimony, retribution
and rehabilitation. The legislation establishing the Pennsylvania Commission
Com mission instructed
that the guidelines should also ~nsider:
~nsider:

r.

The nature and circumstances of the offence and the history and characterists
of the def endantj and the opportunity of the sentencing court to observe the
defendent, including any pre.:-sentence investigation t .,•.
guide~nes which did
The task before the Pennsylvania Commission was therefore to draft gUide~nes
not reject individunllsed sentencing but which nonetheless introduced standards that would
sanctions
'such tha
that1
redistribu te the use of penal sa
nctions 'such
reduce lUlwarranted sentencing disparity, redistribute
,5
is" for serious, violentoffenders
violent offenders •
its primary use is'

The guidelines were adopted on mid-1982. As a result a numerically based
system of assessing the gravity of the current offence:end
offenc:e: and the prior convictions of the
gravity score ranked offences from one (least
offender was introduced. The offence gravity
serious) to ten (most serious). A number of princ11?les ·were established to guide judicial
officers in this statutory ranking. The I?rior record score varied from zero (no applicable
sentenCing range .-chart
chart was ~hen
prior conviction) to six (multiple serious felonies). A sentencing
loFor··each ·cornbinfl.tion·of·offence
developed. I attach copy of .it as Table LFor--each
'cornbinfl_tion-of-offence gravity score
of sentence. Ifa
If a judicial
and prior record score the .Commission
-Commission provided three ranges of
officer sentenced in the aggravated or mitigated
mitigated ranges or departed ·entirely
-entirely from the
such·s.
provided. These reasons can then
guidelines, the reasons for such
-n decision ·have
-have to be provided.
form the basis of an appeal, either by the defence or the prosecution. The
The approach taken
by the
facts:
the Pennsylvania Commission rec;ognised two very important ,facts:

*

First, crimes, as defined in
in legislation, inevitably cover a range pf behaviour_
behaviour. such
that there is much scope for significant variation in the severity of the offence.
Thus robbery with serious bodily injurynnd deliberate injury to
injury· can include cruel· and
innocent I?eople and injury occuring only in a spontaneous action to a threat to
one's own life.

represent an
* Secondly, the Commission recognised that the ten categories represent
oversimplification and it planned to continue its work to evaluate better
distinctions.
One function of the Pennsylvania Commission is to monitor the implementation of the
guidelines and to revise them as necessary. The first batch of case<;,nearly
1500) involving
case';, nearly 1500,
-analysed. The results are encouraging:
use of the guidelines have now been ·analysed.

* Conformity with the guidelines i.e. sentences within the ·rtmge,
·rtinge, is quite high,

*

·94.3%. It is eXl?ected to settle down to about 80-85%.
Conformity is higher in the less serious offences than for serious crime. Obviously
this point has implications for a magistrates court.
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*

Departures from the guidelines overwhelmingly tend to go below, rather than
above, the standard. The reasons given permit the Sentencing Com mission to
monitor the aggregate wisdom of the Bench.

*

imDlementation of the
Measured against sentencing practices before the iml?lementation

guideline~J
guide1ine~J

it is interesting to note that there were only 44.896 of sentences passed in 1980
which would have fallen within the guidelines. Above

all~

there was very great

judicial officer to another. This is now significantly reduced.
variation from one jUdicial
Furthermore, the offenders, their lawyers, prosecutors and the whole community

and far
for principled, opened argument about
have the tables available for discussion end
severity factors warranting higher or lower punishment.
THE GIST OF THE PROCEEDING
It is often remarked that the English system of criminal justice, which we have

inherited in Australia, is most exquisite in the trial process but breaks down at the point

of sentencing:
An English criminal trial, properly conducted, -is one of the best products of our

before n- sentence is- given: if you stay to
law, provided you walk out of court beiforeasetUe a man's
the end, you may "find that it takes far less time and enquiry to settle
prospects· in life than it has taken to find out whether he took a suitcase out of

6
a parked motorcar. S
As was pointed out by Justice Stephen, who developed so many criminal codes for the

British Empire:
The sentence is the gist of the proceeding. It is to the trial what the bullet is to

powder. Unless it is what it ought to be, the counsel, the witnesses, the"jUry
the"jury
the pOWder.
and the summing up, to say nothing of the Sheriff. with his coach,
and trumpeters, are a mere

~

j~velin
j~velin

men

fulmen - they might as- well have stayed at

home, but for the credit of the thing.7
proCeedings!,l , we must pay more attention to the process
If the sentence is the 'gist of the proCeedings
and do more to introduce consistency. But we must achieve this end without turning the
com[>uters or to the harsh, unknowing,- unrealism
process over to the impersonal control of computers
of mandatory punishments fixed bY the legislature. The ways of reform are many. They
include:

*

such as is evidenced
evidenced by the recent
Increasing the element of determinacy, Such
Victorian Bill on arsonists;
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* Adjusting statutory maxima to be more in line with average sentences. But tt)is
proposal by the British AdvisoI:Y Council caused ~ stormj 8
,.,*' Creating separate tribunals of multi-disciplinary experts, if there is such as thing

in punishment j 9
as 'expertise' inpunishment
courts and perhaps
by increasing the number
*. Improving-the procedures of appellate CQurtsand
perhaps,by
of appellate levels for adequate review and improving the s.t'ltistics awJ services

available to such- courtsjl,O

*

magis~rates, th~ugh here ags.in
age.in such a
Providing better training for judges and. magis~rates,

judicial
proposal "by
-by Lord Justice Bridge in Britain led to a storm of outrage to. jUdicial
[)rotestsj 11 or

* Finding a better system of- guidelines, not to destroy individualised punishment but
judicial discretion in the name of principled
principled rather than ioiosyncratic
idiosyncratic
to harness jUdicial
inequality of punishment.
II suggest to you that the last is.
is_ the most ho{?eful
hopeful solution for sentencing reform in

not a peculiar idEm. The Advisory .Council
_Council in Britain suggested that it
Australia. It is nota
12
Fede~!ll RepUblic
Republic of Germany, there has
should be kept under close review.
In the Fede~!11
been a recent introduction of legally defined guidelines' and a demand for the application
of strict rule and the reduction of wide discretions as .part
,part of a move towards a.process
Hprocess of
more rationalsentencing.I
rational sentencing.l 3 The moves in the, United States in Pennsylvania are
reflected in.:many.
in_:many. other State jurisdictioqs.·Further,more.,.theMay
jurisdictioqs. -Further.more_, _th_e May 1983

issu~

of the Third

Branch, a bulletin of the Federal Court of
of the United States, indicates that similar
developments are·
are- now ha{?pening
happening

a~

the Federal level. The Judicial
JUdicial Conference of the

United States has'
adopted draft sentencing 'reform
to Congress.
has-adopted
-reform legislation for transmittal'
transmittal'to
The main provisions of the proposals include:

*

introduction of determinate sentences;

*

provision of sentencing pursuant to guidel:ines developed by a JUdicial
Judicial Conference

*

appellate review of a sentence at the

Committee; and
requ~st
requ~st

either of the defendant Or the

Government.
The mechanism proposed by the Judicial Conference for developing sentencing
guidelines differs from provisions at
of. a Senat,e
Sennt.e Bill that passed on a previous
session of Congress. The Conference envisages that the Committee selected to
promolgate and later to monitor, the sentencing guidelines, will be composed of
four jUdges
regUlar, active service and three members who neither nre nor
judges in regular,
have been F·edera1
F·ederal or State jUdges
judges (at least one of whom must be a non-lawyer).
Ultimately,each
Ultimately, each Committee member would serve a once renewable four year

/

-11term ... The legislation requires that the guidelines take account of both the
offender and offence characteristics and that they encompass parole eligibility
dates as well as maximum term. 14
CONCLUSIONS

I welcome the opportunity to participate--in
participatedn this seminar. I hope you will address
the centrnl I?roblem
l?roblem of Federal interaction with the State system.

Thi~ThL~-

is the critical

dilemma of the Australian Law Reform Commission'S
Commission's inquiry. Perhaps the solution, if this
is the reform of each system. - in harmony, in tandem is not too ambitious,
ambitious,is

in at least

those States willing to wor-k closely with the Commonwealth on this most vexing and
important topic.
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